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The National Pensioner Convention’s Women’s Working Party meets regularly in London, but 
we want to have women in all regions actively taking part. Take up your opportunity to get more 
involved.   

Janet Shapiro 
apurshouse@npcuk.org    Walkden House, 10 Melton Street, London NW1 2EJ 

Gail Cartmail, Sharon Graham and Rosie   
Macgregor at the seminar in Bristol on         
November 1st. 
  

This event was held at Tony Benn House 
(UNITE building) in Bristol. Participants had 
travelled to attend from around the country in-
cluding Devon and Cornwall, Derbyshire and          
Liverpool, as well as locally from the Bristol 
area. We were informed and challenged by a 
range of speakers on topics highly  relevant and 
important to us all. 
  

 

Sharon Graham, Unite the Union executive 
officer spoke of the very ser ious issues      
surrounding the gradual privatisation of the 
NHS.  
UNITE has been carrying out a very detailed 
and thorough look at the current situation and 
what lies behind it as one of their recent       
projects concerning public sector organisations.  
As well expressing very strong views on the 
situation, Sharon presented us with information 
from their “Preliminary Leverage Report” “In 
Defence of the NHS”, in which Royal College 
of Physicians research has been used to trace 
the origins of government  

Continued on page 2 

NPC Working Parties to be reviewed 

Please come forward if you would be interested in joining the Women’s Working Party.  
At the Biennial Delegate Conference 17– 19 March 2015 changes will be discussed that are      
expected to confirm that new working group will be made up of 10 members who will serve for a 
period of 2 years.   
Our role includes raising issues that affect older women and maintaining contact with older   
women through the Women’s Network Exchange newsletter. Let us know if you want more     
information about our activities by contacting Alison Purshouse who would put you in touch. 
When you put your name forward please tell us why you are interested, with some information 
about your background, interests and how you think you may help.   

Janet Shapiro 

The Women’s Working Party at Bristol 

 1  

The NPC Women’s Working Party will have a stall 
at the WTUC conference that takes place at the 
TUC, Congress House on 11 - 13 March 2015. 

At the lunchtime Fringe Meeting on Thursday 12 
March Linda Roy CWU will chair and Dot Gibson 
will be the speaker.  

. 



strategy back to the Thatcher Government plan of 1987, 

to alter the NHS. 
MPs Oliver Letwin and John Redwood together with  
David Willets took up the plan and they have apparently 
been working on it ever since. Their   intention being to 
introduce an American style insurance system, much of 
which has now happened. The chair of NHS England is 
quoted as talking about “new user charges for the NHS 
unless the economy strengthens”. 
Further danger around this and other developments is 
TTIP (Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership) 
being negotiated by the EU. This could potentially ‘lock 
in’ privatisation of healthcare. If this is included in the 
final agreement, large parts of NHS could potentially be 
taken over by American global health organisations. 
So what can be done? Sharon (and Unite) suggest we 
must do all we can, including signing of petitions, letters 
to MPs, putting pressure on those in powerful positions, 
taking action locally by getting involved in our own  
community and generally pressing for the Repeal of the 
Health Care Act which has been pledged by the Labour 
Party. 
She was a most dynamic and convincing speaker so it 
was very encouraging to hear that Unite are up for the 
fight and going about it in a very  thorough and structured 
way. (See suggested websites and campaigns below.) 
 

John Drake from Unison Bristol Office, (see photo) 
gave a thoughtful talk about the “Ethical Care         
Campaign”. He discussed issues of the government’s 
ideological commitment to cutting public health care, 
backed up again by research into this. He talked about the 
reality of care workers jobs: zero hours, not being paid 
the minimum wage, not having travel time included or     
allowed for, lack of sick pay and private companies of 
course putting profit first.  
Unison has put forward an Ethical Care Campaign    
Charter including such points as: appropriate time to be 
spent with clients/people, adequate travel time to be paid 
for, the same carer to bring continuity for each person, 
living wages and professional training for carers.        
Lancashire |County Council are one of only a few who 
have so far adopted these standards but an “early day               
motion” (345) is scheduled to raise the idea in Parliament.  
They also have a cunning plan to increase membership by 
approaching organisations and offering learning and  
training opportunities before encouraging union        
membership. 
 

Discussion points and comments included: ‘Why should 
we feel guilty about growing old?” “Everyone should 
have the right to join a union” “There is an ideological 
contradiction in the profit making outlook of private  
companies involved in care that is morally wrong”.    
Suggestions varied from “We need to be inventive and     
creative to make campaigns stand out” to statements that 
“We need and deserve a more equal society”. 
 

Later, Janet Shapiro reminded us of the role and structure 
of the NPC and the Women’s Working Party, pointing 
out the lack of women on the committees and calling for 
more contributions from us to the Women’s Network  
Exchange newsletter. She mentioned Dot Gibson (NPC   
General Secretary) and the “Generations United”       
campaign to try to counter accusations that “This is all 
your fault” aimed at the so called ‘Baby Boomers’ who 
apparently are being unhelpfully long lived! 
 

Rosie MacGregor r aised our  awareness of the desper -
ate situations arising from “Fuel Poverty”, telling us this 
is a huge issue and examining hidden aspects of         
Government initiatives such as the “Warm Homes and 
Energy Act” which is measured by cost of fuel and 
household income, with energy suppliers taking too much 
profit. She also described the dire problems arising from 
people having to decide between food and fuel leading to 
knock on effects such as becoming more prone to disease, 
depression, loneliness and greater use of the NHS.      
Apparently in the UK our houses are much colder than 
those in other EU countries with up to 50 people a day 
dying in winter because of this. Other heart stopping  
aspects Rosie mentioned concerned the replacement of 
electricity meters, by pre-pay meters, so companies are 
not said to be illegally cutting power off, and requests for 
cold food at food banks when people cannot afford to 
cook.  
Positive suggestions included: greater use of sustainable 
energy (this is really efficient), re-nationalisation of    
energy systems and action to end fuel poverty.  
 
Finally Judith Brown of Age UK spoke about a local  
Lottery funded project she is involved in, “Bristol Ageing 
Better” which is trying to create an ‘Age Friendly City” 
and help to combat loneliness among older people.  
Points raised from this included suggestions that portrayal 
of the NHS as inefficient is untrue and a deliberate     
campaign, that older women from black and ethnic     
minority communities can be overlooked, but also that 
older  people are assets and problem solvers rather than a     
burden. 
This was an enlightening and worrying conference in 
many ways, giving much food for thought about how the 
world around us has and is changing, not always for the 
better, but there were also signs of hope and                
encouragement to get more involved and try to do some-
thing  however small, to help. 

Rowena Dawson 
 

Useful websites: ucu campaigns update on 
www.ucu.org.uk    www.nhsbill2015.org.uk   
www.thepeoplesnhs.org  www.unison.org.uk (look at 
‘campaigns)                www.energy-uk.org.uk  
www.endfuelpoverty.org.uk www.ageuk.org  

Bristol Seminar continued 



For a full analysis of the new State Pension see the up to 
date pamphlet produced by the NPC.  Those about to 
retire should request a definitive pension statement.  You 
can do this online via https://www.gov.uk/state-pension-
statement.  
What follows is a general summary of the implications 
for women and further comments from readers are     
welcome. 
People retiring within the year April 16 to April 17 might 
get £155 a week if they have 35 years National Insurance 
(NI) contributions, and no contracting out - but in fact 
they might get more. Whereas if they were contracted out 
they will certainly get less. For these retirees the current 
basic state pension and second state pension will no  
longer exist.   
It is not certain that the new State Pension will be an  
improvement for women on the following grounds: the 
number of contribution years rises from 30 to 35, anyone 
born after 1970 will be worse off under the new scheme 
according to the Institute of Fiscal Studies (IFS) and the 
state second pension that actually used to boost the    
income of the low paid is being abolished.  
Thus women may get a fraction of the £155 and many 
would have no occupational pension. Those who built up 
entitlement through the second state pension will receive 
this as part of their new state pension. However the extra 
amount, called the ‘Protected Payment’, may be uprated 
each year using a different inflation index that could 
cause a deterioration in the total pension over the years. 
Government plans that by 2020 the State Pension Age 
(SPA) should be harmonised for men and women at 66, 
and then 67 by 2028. The rise in SPA has been           
accelerated for women.  This was discussed in an earlier 
edition of Exchange that quoted USDAW estimations of 
the amounts lost because of the rises in SPA based on 
what was then the current full basic state pension.  

Women born after April 1953 and younger women wait 
longer to receive their state pension and lose out        
financially in extra contributions and lost pension; the 
younger women wait longer losing more.  The raising of 

SPA has other implications for women. After retirement 
many women have caring responsibilities and they now 
have to juggle such tasks with employment. Like men 
made redundant, women will find it more difficult to find 
work when aged 60 plus.  
Now the situation is complicated by the introduction of 
the new State Pension in April 2016.  There are some 
women (only those who had paid 35 years of National 
Insurance) who would have received a higher pension if 
their SPA was later, allowing them to receive the same 
pension as awarded to men of their age, higher than the 
current BSP being set above Pension Credit.  
Those currently in receipt of Pension Credit will continue 
to do so after April 2016, but Savings Credit will be 
abolished. Entitlement to extra financial help for those 
retiring with the STSP after a five year transitional period 
has not been made clear.  This is worrying as women are 
more likely to receive a fractional STSP and are         
generally poorer.  
What are the pension prospects for working women?  
Gloria Mills noted how badly women fare from what was 
said at the Unison Women’s Conference (Morning Star 
February 13). Job insecurity is rising and the gender 
equality gaps are widening. On average a women earns 
82p per hour for every £1 earned by a man.  The most 
recent EU report on the gender pension gap shows that in 
Britain the average pension gap remains at 30%. In future 
it could get worse. The Office of National Statistics 
(ONS) figures show that the number of people on ‘zero 
hours’ contracts has risen to 1.4 million and the total on 
precarious contracts stands at 2.7 million. Many of these 
workers are women employed as care workers. The   
National Audit office report that 220,000 care workers 
are illegally paid below the statutory national minimum 
wage of £6.50 per hour. These women need to be       
defended by trade unions.  As retired women, we should 
stand up for those who are being exploited. Please let 
Exchange know of any successful initiatives you have 
witnessed in your own locality.  

Janet Shapiro 

The new State Pension: how are women affected? 

Helen Grew was one of our past NPC officers campaign-
ing for decent pensions. Helen Grew was a Vice         
President and Chair of the NPC Women’s Group in the 
Midlands. She was with Jack Jones, Tony Lynes and Joe 
Harris when they gave evidence to the House of       
Commons Select Committee on Social Security on 21st 
June 2000; their evidence can be downloaded from the 
internet.  
Their presentations were part of a campaign that        
continues to-day. Of these early activists Helen Grew is 
now not well enough to take part, Jack Jones founder of 
the NPC died in 2009, Tony Lynes in October 2014 and 
sadly Joe Harris died on    February 16th this year  after a 
long illness.  
At the interview with MPs, Helen Grew asked why older 
women should continue to be the poorest of pensioners 
and suggested that they should be credited for lost      
National Insurance contributions and get the full Basic 

State Pension. Her evidence still relevant today is quoted    
below. 

     I thought you were asking, why older women tend-
ed to be among the poorest pensioners; and, actually, 
I can tell you that, not personalising this. My        
husband retired in 1975. I have a contribution from 
his pension. Now his occupational pension was based 
on his income in 1975, and I checked my statement 
from the West Midlands Authority, and my weekly 
pension, based again on prices, had gone up by £1.30 
a week, so a total increase in cost of £2.05 a week. 
Now I actually have my own pension, but there are 
very many women of my age who would be dependent 
on their husband's contribution; so if they are still 
living 24 years after their husband retired then that is 
why they are poor, because it is based on occupation-
al pensions, as many occupational pensions, at best, 
similarly to the basic state pension, are only         
increased in line with prices, so the longer these 
women live the poorer they are going to get.  

Continued on page 4 

Early Campaigners 



 

Now there is also, of course, the problem of women 
who have not made the full contributions, and the       
Government, I thought, was talking about crediting 
them into the National Insurance scheme, and I think 
we would be very pleased if we heard that this    
Committee was in favour of such a 
scheme…………….……. 

Helen added …. 
but also I think a question was asked about ethnic 
minority women as well, a lot of women are in very 
poorly-paid jobs, are they not, so whatever income 
that they get when they retire is going to be based 
on, unless the state pension is improved               
considerably, almost minimal income. Even if they 
have their National Insurance contributions credited 
throughout their working lives, that will not         
necessarily mean that they will have built up a     
second pension. So, I think, women, even in the    
future,  hopefully not, but certainly in the foreseeable 
future, would still be coming out worse off, in the 
main, than men. 

 
Denise Wood is an early 
member of the Women’s 
Working Party; she     
designed, with Jane 
Lahive, our beautiful   
banner.  
Denise tells us how Helen 
Grew organised greater 
participation of women 
member in the NPC.  
 
 

“As a founder member of Hinckley and Bosworth 
Pensioners Action Group I had opportunities to visit 
other groups – especially the lively Nottingham   
Pensioners Group where I met this petite, lovely lady 
with a gentle Scots accent.  Later on I was picked to 
represent my group at the NPC; Helen was taking 
notes for Jack Jones. This was the early days and we 
were huddled round a small table in a tiny empty 
shop front. 
Helen was always very busy in the pensioners’ 
movement but whenever we met we always found 
time for a good talk about politics – which was    
refreshing for me. As we both  travelled from the   
Midlands,  Helen and I would talk about the lack of 
equality between the sexes, especially in retirement.”  

Denise describes how daunting meetings were for   
women members but that Helen was a strong and feisty       

character who would stand up for herself in any situation 
however difficult and embarrassing. 

“Helen told me she was forming a women’s group 
and asked me to join. She hired a very small room 
thinking that there might only be a handful attending 
but soon had to move to a larger room where we had 
20 to 30 women.”  

Apparently more women would have attended but being 
on lower pensions could not afford the fares, and at that 
stage local groups did not support women’s               
participation.  

“Even though Helen, pictured on the left, is no   
longer able to come to meetings we thank her for her 
life-long campaign for equality for women. She  
started something that won’t go away and it’s      
important that her contribution should be recognised.  
I shall always feel honoured that Helen Grew was 
my friend.” 

Janet Shapiro & Denise Wood 

From page 3      Early Campaigners 

Ciara Smythe writes….. 
Earlier this year, I started working in a women’s prison, 
located in the East Midlands. Prior to taking on this role, 
my understanding of prisoners was one derived from   
media depictions and television series. Consequently, I 
was expecting to encounter devious, nasty, aggressive 
and challenging characters and was naturally fairly     
anxious about the prospect of dealing with them.  But I           
experience them as some of the most grateful, polite 
women I have ever had the privilege of supporting. I am 
overwhelmed by the bravery, strength, resilience and 
determination I have seen in these women.  
A big surprise to me was the types of convictions for 
which these women were committed to prison in the first 
place. Most convictions are for shop theft, the majority of 
which were undertaken either to feed an addiction or their 
children due to increasing outgoings with limited       
incomes. The women tell me they turned to drugs and/or 
alcohol to block out the pain of daily beatings from     
partners, flashbacks to childhood abuse or neglect from 
carers. These women are not dangerous, hideous people, 
but rather women who have been denied the support or 

opportunities in life that most of us take 
for granted - a secure home life, which 
would have  supported them in leading 
healthier,  safer lives.  Look behind their           

convictions and you will see women, just like you or I, 
with real feelings, fears, hopes and dreams.  
Imprisoning a woman, without adequate rehabilitation 
and support more often than not, results in children being 
placed in care, an action which is devastating to both 
mother and child and a substantial drain on the already 
stretched economy. Once a child is placed in care outside 
the family, the chances of that child returning to their 
mother when she is released from custody, or when she is 
stable enough in herself to do so, are very slim.  
If prisons were environments where women were        
encouraged to undertake personal therapy, supported to 
learn how to deal with their feelings and to identify why 
they ended up on criminal paths, and to subsequently 
change negative thinking and behaviours, then custody 
would be a positive option for these women. Although 
the current system does offer a reasonable amount of 
educational options to women, it lacks any proper                 
interventions for supporting the women to develop and 
change personally. 

Continued on page 5 second column 

A Personal view of Women in Prison 

 



 
Two “pauper’s funerals” within three months! I asked 
myself: “If this is my experience, surely there must be 
other such funerals?” Shocked, I raised this in the      
National Pensioners Convention, and the National      
Officer did some research. An article by Amelia        
Gentleman in The Guardian (20 October 2014) gave 
some insight.  
Funeral poverty is an unexpected potent indicator of the 
combined impact of recession, austerity, low wages and 
the insecure job market. The Insurance Company, Sun 
Life Direct says funeral poverty has risen by 125% since 
2010 – a figure it calculates by assessing the shortfall 
between the cost of funerals and people’s ability to pay. 
Funeral charities and crematorium staff report a rise in 
the demand for the state-funded funeral. They note that it 
was designed for those who died alone, but now         
increasingly it is being used to cremate people whose 
families are unable to meet the cost of arranging a      
ceremony. Around one in seven people struggle to pay 
funeral costs. The average basic cost of a “high street” 
funeral is around £3,590, and this is rising. At the same 
time there is a fall in the value of support offered by the 
state to those struggling to meet the costs. 
T.C. Cribb, a fifth generation, family-run funeral        

directors in East London oversee around 30 public health 
funerals a year – “a figure that rises a little every year”. 
Often the hospital makes the arrangements. Such funerals 
usually take place at 9.15 am – very difficult for people 
who have to travel. In East London it’s called “the 9 
o’clock trot”. 
Julie Dunk of the Institute of Cemetery and Crematorium 
Management says: “The majority of cases are still people 
who genuinely have nothing – somebody who has      
outlived all their family, or is homeless and has no     
contact with their family, or has cut themselves from 
society. That’s what the Act was intended to cover. But 
more and more now, we are dealing with cases where 
there is family but the family either can’t or won’t pay 
for the funeral. There are some people who are really 
struggling, even though they work.” 
The state’s basic £700 has not been increased for 10 
years, while funeral inflation has been at 7.1% a year. 
Around 50% of people who apply for a grant have their 
applications rejected. Some, in desperation, turn to     
payday lenders, creating even more problems for     
themselves. MPs have begun lobbying the Department of 
Work and pensions pressing it to increase the amount it 
makes available to families unable to pay for funeral 
costs. 

 
Dot Gibson 

Back to Dickens? 

E-pe��on 
Pay prisoners state pension whilst 

serving sentence. 
Responsible department: Department for Work and 

Pensions 
 

Start paying convicted prisoners their state pension 

whilst in jail.  

These are one of the poorest strata of our community 

and most of them will not only lose their homes whilst 

in jail but all their possessions.  

There are many countries in the EU that pay state    

pensions to prisoners. The denial of prisoners’ pension 

rights is an issue about which we are increasingly out of 

step with the rest of Europe.  

The only other excep%on used to be pensioners in    

hospital, but that has now been removed leaving      

prisoners as the only sec%on of society that has their 

pension right removed.  

The NPC considers the state pension to be a right   

rather than a benefit and as it is currently based on a 

contributory principle, should be paid to prisoners 

according to their contribu�on record in the same way 

as to any other contributor. 

Closed 10/9/2013  

 

The majority of these women are victims of                
circumstance. They fell for the wrong guy, who taught 
them that it was their fault that he beat them within an 
inch of their life. Yes, most of the women have         
committed an offence, and that behaviour was wrong, but 
locking them up,  removing them from their families and 
children, reducing their employability, is not helping 
them to change. In addition, they are a loss to our     
economy, that very economy about which our politicians 
claim to be so concerned.  
Baroness Corston's report clearly showed the changes 
that need to be made, to truly support these people and 
reduce reoffending. Although some alterations were 
made on the back of her ground-breaking report, things 
have stalled again lately. We need to pick up that report 
again, and try to enlighten our prison managers, so that 
women might have a better chance of leading crime-free 
lives. 

Ciara Smyth  
'Programme Manager for  

Changing Lives Women's Services Nottingham' 

From page 3 

Women in Prison 

Are Pensioners in Prison  -  both men and women 
treated fairly? 

 

Should the-petition above be repeated? 



Please tell your friends and neighbours about this newsletter.  If you would like to receive the         

Exchange regularly by email, please contact Alison Purshouse giving her your email address.  

apurshouse@npcuk.org   
Walkden House, 10 Melton Street, London NW1 2EJ 

It is now 100 years since the First World War, and many 
stories and memories have been told and revived.  
The story of Edith Cavell is one of them. Many young 
people have never heard her story of bravery and action 
in Belgium.  It is a story that is both inspirational and 
fascinating.  
Edith Cavell was born in Norfolk in 1865 growing up in 
the village of Swardeston where her father was vicar for 
46 years. The Reverend Frederick Cavell instilled high 
standards of helping others and honesty into his family. 
Sundays were puritan affairs, with access to              
entertainment in the form of books or playing cards for-
bidden, although Bible read was allowed.  
Edith, her sisters, Florence and Lillian, and brother Jack, 
had a happy childhood playing tennis, dancing and   
skating on nearby frozen streams in the winter. Edith in 
particular loved the country and became an               
accomplished artist, using her love of nature to draw and 
paint excellent pictures of flowers.  
When older she was bequeathed a legacy from an aunt, 
and used the money to travel in Europe. Aged 25 she 
became a governess to a family in Brussels returning 
each summer for a holiday in Swardeston.  
She had a romance with a second cousin, named Eddie, 
but he suffered from a ‘nervous condition’ and felt it 
unfair to marry. Edith never forgot him.  
In 1895, aged 30, she returned to find her father ill.  Her 
experience of nursing him back to health inspired her to 
commence a career in nursing. She trained at the      
London Hospital under Matron Luckes, who said ‘Edith 
had plenty of capacity for her work when she chose to 
exert herself’ and also that she was ‘not at all punctual’. 
The nurses worked from 7am to 9pm for £10 per year 
and Edith said she was both tired and poor. She was 
seconded to Maidstone, Kent, where 132 patients out of 
1,700 died in a typhoid outbreak.  
Her career was varied from Private Nursing where she 
cared for patients with pleurisy, pneumonia and        
appendicitis, and at the Manchester and Salford Sick and 
Poor and Private Nursing Institute. She was a night   
superintendent at St Pancras hospital nursing the       
destitute, and an Assistant Matron at Shoreditch where 
she pioneered home follow ups, the predecessor of the 
District Nursing Service.  
In 1907, in her early 40’s, and now an experienced 
nurse, she returned to Belgium to work with Dr Antoine 
Depage, a pioneer of nursing in Belgium and together 
they opened a Nurse Training School.  It was unusual 
then for women to work and the venture was frowned 
upon until the Queen of the Belgians broke her arm and 
sent to the school for help and advice thus ensuring the 
school’s status. 
In 1924 she was visiting Norfolk when the Germans 
invaded Belgium and Flanders became the Western 

Front where Allied    
soldiers and Germans 
fought.  Edith said ‘I 
must return. At a time 
like this I am more   
needed than ever’.  
She cared for wounded 
and shell-shocked      
soldiers, including many 
Germans at a Red Cross 
hospital. The German 
advance was successful 
and the British and 
French were driven back 
leaving many stranded 
soldiers. An underground 
lifeline and escape route 
was established by 
Philippe Baucq. Many of 
the soldiers found their 
way to Edith at the    
hospital, where she 
helped over 200 allied 
soldiers to escape.  

In 1915 she was betrayed by a collaborator, arrested and 
interrogated. She was told others had confessed, so   
naïve and unable to lie, she told everything. She trusted 
her captors and thought she was protecting her         
compatriots.  
Others were arrested, and they were all found guilty and 
sentenced to death. They were held captive for 10 weeks 
of appeals from British, American and Spanish         
embassies Edith Cavell and Phillipe Baucq were       
executed together on October 12th 1915 in the early 
hours by firing squad.  
Edith said ‘I am thankful to have had these 10 weeks of 
quiet to get ready. Now I have had them and have been 
kindly treated here. I expected my sentence and I believe 
it is just. Standing as I do in view of God and Eternity, I 
realise that patriotism is not enough. I must have no  
hatred or bitterness towards anyone’.  She forgave her 
enemies and left behind her Bible dedicated to Eddie.  
There are stories that one man refused to shoot and was 
himself shot by a senior officer, and that some of the 
shooting squad fired wide, Edith fainted and was      
dispatched by an officer with a pistol shot.  
The Germans had made a serious blunder as there was a 
huge outcry against them for shooting a woman. The 
event helped bring the USA into the war and had the 
effect of doubling recruitment.  
Edith Cavell wanted to be remembered as ‘a nurse who 
did her duty’.  
She received no medals as she had unwittingly given 
away names of her compatriots. Following a service at 
Westminster Abbey she was laid to rest at ‘Life’s 
Green’, Norwich Cathedral where there is a statue and 
memorial garden where ceremonies are still held to  
remember this brave nurse.  

Jackie Burns  
Royal College of Nursing  

Edith Cavill 
an heroic nurse 

 


